Abstract: Concurrent transition systems (CTS's), are ordinary nondeterministic transition systems that have been equipped with additional concurrency information, speci ed in terms of a binary residual operation on transitions. Each CTS C freely generates a complete CTS or computation category C , whose arrows are equivalence classes of nite computation sequences, modulo a congruence induced by the concurrency information. The categorical composition on C induces a \pre x" partial order on its arrows, and the computations of C are conveniently de ned to be the ideals of this partial order. The de nition of computations as ideals has some pleasant properties, one of which is that the notion of a maximal ideal in certain circumstances can serve as a replacement for the more troublesome notion of a fair computation sequence.
Introduction
Labeled transition systems have been used as an operational semantics of concurrent processes. In typical formulations 9, 8] , a labeled transition system is de ned to be a tuple M = (Q; q 0 ; ; ), where Q is a set of states, q 0 is a distinguished start state, is a set of events, not containing the distinguished symbol , and Q ( ) Q is called the transition relation. Given such a transition system M, one can de ne a computation sequence of M to be a sequence of the form q 0 where each q k is in Q, each k is in f g, and (q k ; k+1 ; q k+1 ) 2 for each k. The string 1 2 . . . n is called the trace of the computation. Here we regard the set as embedded in the free monoid in the obvious way, and regard as the identity element of this monoid; thus does not appear in a trace.
Formulations of labeled transition systems similar to the preceding have been used with some success in the study of concurrent programming languages such as CCS 27] and CSP 14] , especially in the case where only nite computations are of interest. However, in the study of concurrency it is desirable to consider in nite computations as well, since processes in a concurrent system (e.g. an operating system) often are intended to run forever. Interesting properties of concurrent systems (such as guaranteed service of requests) cannot be properly expressed unless in nite computations are included in the underlying semantic model.
When one attempts to extend the use of transition systems to encompass the description of processes that run forever, things no longer work as smoothly as in the nite case. If we wish to de ne an operation of parallel composition, for example, which takes two transition systems and yields a new transition system that corresponds to the two original transition systems running in parallel, the linear nature of computation sequences forces us to use an \interleaved step" model of concurrency. Such an approach leads immediately to the so-called \fairness problem" 31]|a distinction must be drawn between \fair" computations, in which each process takes in nitely many steps, and \unfair" computations, in which one process performs only nitely many steps while the other enjoys in nitely many steps. Unfair computations can be screened out by applying some sort of fairness predicate to computations, or some sort of scheduling mechanism can be introduced to ensure that only fair computations are generated in the rst place. Both approaches are mathematically inconvenient, since they involve the use of auxiliary notions (scheduling functions or predicates) not part of the basic transition system model, and these auxiliary notions tend to be ill-behaved (e.g. non-continuous).
For some time, the author has been interested in the possibility that by somehow viewing a transition system as being or generating a category, we might eliminate some of the di culties associated with in nite computations. The basic idea would be to try to use the notion of \com-muting paths" in a category to model the the various interleaved representations of a concurrent computation. It is clear that transition systems de ne categories in a natural way. Given a transition system G = (Q; q 0 ; ; ), we can de ne a \computation category" G whose object set is Q and which has as arrows from q to r all nite computation sequences of G that begin in state q and end in state r, with composition corresponding to concatenation of computation sequences. In nite computation sequences with initial state q can be regarded as ideals (nonempty, downwardclosed, directed subsets) of the set G (q; -) of all arrows of G with domain q, partially ordered by pre x. Now, the categories G that result by this construction are free categories having no nontrivial commuting paths; thus we have apparently obtained little more than an insigni cant restatement of the de nition of computation sequence. However, from the new point of view it is interesting to ask whether some generalization of the usual notion of transition system might result in computation categories in which there are nontrivial commuting paths.
In this paper, we provide an a rmative answer to this question. We de ne the notion of a \concurrent transition system" (CTS), which consists of a (directed, multi-)graph, whose objects (nodes) are states and whose arrows (arcs) are transitions, which has been equipped with some additional concurrency information. Although not categories themselves, each CTS C freely generates a \complete CTS" or \computation category," C whose states (objects) are the same as those of C, and whose arrows (transitions) are equivalence classes of nite computation sequences of C. Each equivalence class can be thought of as the set of all interleaved views of a single underlying concurrent computation. The \pre x" relation induced by the categorical composition partially orders the set of arrows of the computation category. We de ne the \computations" of C, from start state q 0 , to be the ideals of the set C (q 0 ;-) of all arrows of C with domain q 0 , partially ordered by pre x. It follows from the ideal construction that the set of all computations from initial state q is an algebraic directed-complete partial order.
The main body of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we de ne concurrent transition systems, give some examples, and derive some basic properties of CTS's and the category CTS in which they live. We establish the existence of the computation categories discussed above, and also of related structures called \computation diagrams," which generalize the familiar notion of \computation tree" for ordinary nondeterministic transition systems. In Section 3, the theory developed in Section 2 is used to de ne a data ow-like model of concurrent computation. The basic objects of the model are \machines," which are a CTS generalization of the sequential machines of classical automata theory. We de ne some operations (parallel product, input and output relabeling, and feedback) on machines that correspond to various ways of composing machines into networks. We de ne a natural notion of \observable equivalence" of machines, and show that it is the largest congruence on machines, respecting parallel product and feedback, that does not relate machines having distinct input/output relations. The \full abstraction problem" is de ned as the problem of characterizing the structure of the quotient algebra of machines, modulo observable equivalence.
In Section 4, we perform a rather extensive analysis of the feedback operation, with the dual aims, of showing that our model is a reasonable one, and of attempting to make progress on the full abstraction problem. We de ne a sequence of abstraction mappings that starts with machines and ends with input/output relations. For each mapping, we prove a theorem that shows that the mapping is homomorphic with respect to the feedback operation. (The mapping to input/output relations is homomorphic only for the subclass of \Kahn" machines, which have continuous functions as their input/output behaviors.) Since some of the structures at the intermediate stages between machines and input/output relations are similar to models of concurrent processes that have been proposed in the literature, our analysis yields useful information about the relationships between these models.
In Section 5 we summarize what we have accomplished, discuss how our work is related to that of other authors, and mention possibilities for future research.
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic notions of category theory. The necessary background can be found in 23, 2, 13] . We also assume some familiarity with the theory of algebraic directed-complete partial orders, as used in denotational semantics. Reference 11] provides background on this topic.
Concurrent Transition Systems
In this section, we de ne concurrent transition systems and derive some of their basic properties.
A graph is a tuple G = (O; A; dom; cod), where O is a set of objects, A is a set of arrows, and dom; cod are functions from A to O, which map each arrow to its domain and codomain, respectively. Arrows t; u of G are called composable if cod(t) = dom(u) and coinitial if dom(t) = dom(u). Let Coin(G) denote the set of all coinitial pairs of arrows of G. If 3. For all coinitial t; u 2 A ] , if t " u and u " t are both identities, then t = u. 4 . For all coinitial t; u; v 2 A ] , (v " t) " (u " t) = (v " u) " (t " u).
Axiom (4) can be visualized as shown in Figure 1 .
In the sequel, we will drop the ] from dom ] and cod ] . Note that it automatically follows from the de nition of a CTS that ! q " t = ! r and t " ! q = ! = id for all transitions t : q ! r, since for each q, the transition ! q is the only transition with domain q and codomain . Note also that states are actually not logically necessary in the de nition of CTS, since they are in bijective correspondence with the set of identity transitions. We shall occasionally take advantage of this fact to give concise speci cations of particular CTS's.
Coinitial transitions t; u of a CTS are called consistent if t " u is a proper transition (equivalently, if u " t is proper), otherwise they are called con icting. A coinitial set of transitions is called consistent if it is pairwise consistent. In de ning the operation " for a CTS, we need only specify which coinitial pairs of proper transitions are consistent, and to give the de nition of " for such pairs, since the remaining cases are xed by the CTS axioms.
A It is easily veri ed that C = (G 0 ; id; ") is a CTS. Moreover, assuming an appropriate de nition (provided in Section 2.2) of \CTS-morphism," it can be shown that the map Cts is the object map of a functor, left-adjoint to the forgetful functor taking each CTS to its underlying graph.
Example 2 { Trace Algebras
A trace algebra is a monoid X such that:
1. For all t; u; v 2 X, if tu = tv, then u = v. 2. If is the pre x relation induced by the monoid operation (i.e. t u i 9v(tv = u)), then is a partial order with respect to which each pair t; u with an upper bound has a least upper bound t _ u.
The elements of a trace algebra are called traces.
One class of examples of trace algebras are those obtained from \concurrent alphabets" 26].
Formally, a concurrent alphabet is a pair ( ; k), where is a set and k is an irre exive, symmetric relation on , called a concurrency relation. The concurrency relation induces a congruence on the free monoid , such that two strings are congruent i one can be transformed into the other by a nite sequence of steps in which pairs of adjacent concurrent symbols are permuted. The monoid = is a trace algebra.
From a trace algebra X, we can construct a CTS C with one proper state, having the elements of X as its proper transitions, and in which the monoid identity is regarded as the single proper identity transition. If t; u is a pair of proper transitions of C (i.e. elements of X), then we de ne t and u to be consistent if they have a least upper bound t _ u as elements of X. For such a pair, we de ne t " u to be the unique element of X with the property u(t " u) = t _ u. It is straightforward to check that the CTS axioms are satis ed by these de nitions. Moreover, the CTS C is complete, since the monoid operation yields, for each pair t; u of transitions, a transition tu with the properties t " tu = and tu " t = u. Example 3 -CTS's From Petri Nets
In 38] a \net" is de ned to be a bipartite directed graph N = (B; E; F), where the set of nodes B E is partitioned into a set E of events and a set B of conditions, and the relation F (B E) (E B), is called the ow relation. A case of N is a set of conditions. For each event e 2 E, the set pre(e) of preconditions of e is the set of all b 2 B such that (b; e) 2 F, and the set post(e) of postconditions of e is the set of all b 2 B such that (e; b) 2 F. A set u of events is called independent if for each pair e 1 ; e 2 of elements of u, the sets pre(e 1 ) post(e 1 ) and pre(e 2 ) post(e 2 ) are disjoint.
The transition relation of N is the set of all triples (c; u; c 0 ), where c and c 0 are cases of N, and u is an independent set of events of N such that:
1. For all e 2 u, pre(e) c. 
Example 4 -CTS's From -Calculus
Let be the set of terms of the pure -calculus 4], and let ! denote reduction with respect to rule ( ). If C is a set of redexes in a term q, then a derivation relative to C is a derivation q = q 0 ! q 1 ! . . . ! q n , in which the redex contracted at each step is either in C or is a residual (in Church's original sense) of a redex in C. A derivation relative to C is complete if the set of residuals of C in q n is empty. Given a set C of redexes in a term q, it can be shown that there is a xed upper bound on the length of a derivation from q relative to C, and that all complete derivations from q relative to C result in the same term. It therefore makes sense to write q C ?!r, if C is a set of redexes in q and any complete derivation relative to C results in r. Let We now de ne a CTS whose state set is , and whose transitions are all transitions t as de ned above. The domain dom(t) of a transition t : q C ?!r is the term q and the codomain cod(t) of t is the term r. The identity transitions are those of the form q ;
?!q, all coinitial pairs of proper transitions are consistent, and we de ne and we de ne t " u = t=u.
That the above de nitions satisfy the CTS axioms follows from results of L evy 22, 5] . A similar construction can be used to obtain CTS's from left-linear term-rewriting systems without critical pairs 15].
Consequences of the Axioms
De ne a relation on the transitions of a CTS by: t u i t; u are coinitial and t " u = id cod(u) .
We call the pre x relation. Lemma 2.1.1 The pre x relation is a partial order. Proof { Re exivity holds because t " t = id cod(t) by axiom (2c).
To show transitivity, suppose t u and u v. Then t " u is an identity, so (t " u) " (v " u) is an identity by axiom (2a). Since (t " u) " (v " u) = (t " v) " (u " v) by axiom (4), it follows that (t " v) " (u " v) is an identity. But (u " v) is an identity because u v, hence t " v is an identity by axiom (2b).
Finally, is antisymmetric because if t u and u t, then t " u and u " t are identities, hence t = u by axiom (3). 
, which is an identity, and (tu " v) " (t " v) = (tu " t) " (v " t) = u " (v " t), the result follows. Proof { (1) follows directly from the de nition of composite.
To show (2a), suppose tu and (tu)v exist. Then by Lemma 2.1.3, (tu)v " t = (tu " t)(v " (t " tu)). But tu " t = u and t " tu is an identity, so (tu)v " t = uv. Since by Lemma 2.1.3, t " (tu)v = (t " tu) " v, which is an identity, it follows that (tu)v = t(uv).
To show (2b), suppose tu, uv and t(uv) exist. By Lemma 2.1.3, t(uv) " tu = (t " tu)(uv " (tu " t)); which is just v. Also, tu " t(uv) = (t " t(uv))(u " (t(uv) " t)); which is an identity, so t(uv) = (tu)v.
For (3), suppose tu = tv, so that tu " tv and tv " tu are identities. Then u " v = (tu " t) " (tv " t) = (tu " tv) " (t " tv), which is an identity. Similarly, v " u is an identity, so u = v.
We say that a transition v is a join of the coinitial transitions t; u if t v, u v, v " t = u " t, and v " u = t " u. Lemma 2.1.5 A transition v is a join of t and u i v = t(u " t).
Proof { If v is a join of t and u, then t " v is an identity and v " t = u " t, so v = t(u " t). Conversely, if v = t(u " t), then t v, v " t = u " t, u " v = (u " t) " (u " t), which is an identity, so u v, and v " u = (t " u)((u " t) " (u " t)) = (t " u). Hence v is a join of t and u.
It follows from the preceding lemma and the uniqueness of composites that a join of t and u, when it exists, is unique, and we denote it by t _ u. Moreover, if t _ u exists, then we have the equality t(u " t) = t _ u = u(t " u). Lemma 2.1.6 Suppose t _ u exists. Then t _ u is the least upper bound of t and u under . Proof { By de nition, t _ u is an upper bound of t and u under . Suppose l is any upper bound of t and u. Let v = l " t and w = l " u, so that tv = l = uw. Now, (u " t) " v = (u " t) " (tv " t) = (u " tv) " (t " tv) = (u " uw) " (t " tv), which is an identity, so u " t v. Let m = v " (u " t), so that v = (u " t)m. It then follows that l = tv = t(u " t)m = (t _ u)m, so that (t _ u) l. 2. If t; u are consistent proper transitions of C, then (t " u) = (t) " 0 (u). It will be useful to think of a morphism : C ! C 0 as extended to all states and transitions of C (not just the proper ones), according to the de nitions ( ) = , and (! q ) = ! (q) . The set of all CTS's forms a category CTS, when equipped with the CTS-morphisms as arrows.
In the sequel, the term \morphism" will mean \CTS-morphism," unless otherwise speci ed. Lemma 2.2.1 Suppose : C ! C 0 is a morphism. Then 1. (tu) = (t) (u) whenever tu exists and is a proper transition.
2. (t _ u) = (t) _ (u) whenever t _ u exists and is a proper transition. Proof { (1) Since t and tu are consistent, (t) " (tu) = (t " tu), which is an identity. Also, (tu) " (t) = (tu " t) = (u), so (tu) = (t) (u).
(2) If t _ u exists and is a proper transition, then t and u are consistent, hence t and t _ u are consistent. Thus, (t _ u) " (t) = ((t _ u) " t) = (u " t) = (u) " (t). Also, (t) " (t _ u) = (t " (t _ u)), which is an identity. Symmetric reasoning shows that (t _ u) " (u) = (t) " (u) and (u) " (t _ u) is an identity. It follows that (t _ u) = (t) _ (u). 
Computation Categories
De ne a computation category to be a small category C with the following properties:
1. C has a terminal object. 2. Every arrow of C is an epimorphism. 3. Every isomorphism of C is an identity. 4. C has a pushout for every coinitial pair of arrows.
Theorem 2.3 Suppose C = (G; id; ") is a complete CTS, and let denote the composition operation of C. Then C 0 = (G ] ; id; ) is a computation category. Conversely, suppose C 0 = (G 0 ; id; ) is a computation category. Since the terminal object of C 0 is unique by property (3), we may regard G 0 as an augmented graph G ] . For coinitial arrows t; u, let t " u denote the arrow opposite t in the pushout square determined by t and u. Then C = (G; id; ") is a complete CTS. Proof { (() If a small category C 0 is given with properties (1)- (4), then standard categorytheoretic arguments su ce to show that (G; id; ") satis es the axioms for a complete CTS.
()) Conversely, given a complete CTS C, it follows from completeness and Lemma 2.1.4 that C 0 is a category in which every arrow is an epimorphism. The state is clearly a terminal object of C 0 . If v is an isomorphism of C 0 , with inverse v 0 , then v vv 0 = id dom(v) and id dom(v) v, so v = id dom(v) = v 0 by Lemma 2.1.1. The completeness of C implies that every coinitial pair of arrows t; u has a join t _ u, which is a least upper bound of t and u by Lemma 2.1.6. Thus, every upper bound of t and u factors through t _ u. The uniqueness of such factorizations follows from the fact that every arrow is an epimorphism. Since t(u " t) = t _ u = u(t " u), it is now immediate that t; u; (u " t), and (t " u) form a pushout square in C 0 .
We now show that every CTS C freely generates a complete CTS C , which has the same states as C and whose transitions are equivalence classes of nite composable sequences of transitions of C. The construction generalizes the construction of the free category G generated by a graph G. The construction was discovered by L evy 22] in the setting of the -calculus, and adapted in 5, 15] to the cases of recursive programs and left-linear term-rewriting systems without critical (b) dom(t " u) = cod(u); and (c) cod(t " u) = cod(u " t). 2. For all arrows t : q ! r of (G ) ] , and all k 0, (a) id k q " t = id k r ; (b) t " id k q = t; (c) t " t = id jtj r ; 3. For all coinitial arrows t; u; v of (G ) ] , (v " t) " (u " t) = (v " u) " (t " u). Proof { Straightforward induction arguments using the properties of " and the de nition of " .
Let Cts(G ) denote the \minimally consistent" CTS with G as its underlying graph, as de ned in Section 2, Example 1.
Let be the binary relation on the arrows of G de ned by: t u i t " u = id jtj r and u " t = id juj r . Lemma 2.3.2 The relation is a strong congruence on Cts(G ). Proof { It is clear that is symmetric. It is re exive because t " t = id jtj r by Lemma 2.3.1(2c).
Transitivity follows from Lemma 2.3.1(3), as in the proof of Lemma 2.1.1.
(1) Suppose transitions t; t 0 ; u; u 0 of Cts(G ) are such that t t 0 , u u 0 , and t; u are consistent.
We show that t 0 ; u are consistent and t " u t 0 " u; a similar argument (which we omit) then shows that t 0 ; u 0 are consistent and t 0 " u t 0 " u 0 . By Lemma 2.3.1(3), (t 0 " u) " (t " u) = (t 0 " t) " (u " t), which equals id jt 0 j t by Lemma 2.3.1(2a) and the assumption that t t 0 .
Similarly, (t " u) " (t 0 " u) = (t " t 0 ) " (u " t 0 ) = id jtj t , hence t " u t 0 " u. Since t and u are consistent by assumption, it follows that t 0 and u are consistent.
(2) First note that it is immediate from Lemma 2.3.1(2a,b) that t id 0 q holds for a transition of Cts(G ) i t = id jtj q . Now, suppose t " u and u " t are both -related to identities. Then we must have t " u = id jtj cod(u) and u " t = id juj cod(t) . But this states exactly that t u. De ne the completion C of C to be the quotient Cts(G )= . That C is a complete CTS is immediate from the completeness of Cts(G ) and Lemma 2.2.1.
Theorem 2.4 The map taking a CTS C to its completion C is the object map of a functor from CTS to the full subcategory CCTS of CTS whose objects are the complete CTS's, and this functor is left-adjoint to the inclusion of CCTS in CTS. Proof { Let C : C ! C take each transition t of C to its equivalence class t]; then C is obviously a morphism. To prove the theorem, it su ces to show that to each morphism from C to a complete CTS D, there is a unique morphism : C ! D satisfying C = .
We rst note that a straightforward induction using Lemma 2. Finally, to show that the function is a morphism, we must show that it preserves identities and translation. Each identity of C is of the form id n q ], where id q is an identity of C, and we must have ( id n q ]) = (id q ) n = id (q) . Moreover, if a 1 a 2 . . . 
Computation Diagrams
In this section we generalize to CTS's the notions of \computation tree" and \computation" for ordinary transition systems. 1 on the elements of D by t 1 u i u " t is a transition of D. The successor relation is easily seen to be an irre exive relation, whose re exive, transitive closure is the pre x relation on the set of elements of D.
Given a CTS with start state (C; ), let C be the completion of C. De ne the CTS Diag(C; ) to have as proper states all transitions t of C whose domain is the start state of (C; ), and as transitions pairs (t; u) of states of Diag(C; ), such that t u and u " t is a transition of C. De ne dom(t; u) = t and cod(t; u) = u. Let (t; u) and (t; v) be consistent in Diag(C; ) i u and v are consistent in C, in which case de ne (t; u) " (t; v) = (v; u _ v). It is easily veri ed that Diag (C; ) is a computation diagram, and we call it the computation diagram of (C; ). Theorem 2.5 The map, taking a CTS with start state (C; ) to its computation diagram Diag(C; ), is the object map of a functor Diag : CTS ! Diag, which is right-adjoint to the inclusion of Diag in CTS . Proof { Let C : Diag(C; ) ! (C; ) take each transition (t; u) of Diag(C; ) to the corresponding transition u " t of C. It is straightforward to check that C is a CTS -morphism, and that every morphism from a computation diagram D to (C; ) factors uniquely through C .
Recall that an ideal of a partially ordered set (K; ) is a subset J of K that is: An ideal J of K is principal if it is the set of all elements below some element t of K.
We de ne a computation of a CTS with start state (C; ) to be an ideal of the set of elements of its computation diagram Diag(C; ), under the ordering . A computation of C is called nite if it is a principal ideal, otherwise it is called in nite. Note that the computations of (C; ) are in natural bijective correspondence with the determinate subdiagrams of Diag(C; ). Although we could have de ned the computations of (C; ) to be the determinate subdiagrams of Diag(C; ), it will be convenient later on to think of a computation of (C; ) as a set of transitions of C , rather than as a subdiagram of Diag(C; ).
A set J of computations of a CTS with start state (C; ) is called chain-complete if whenever I is a subset of J that is linearly ordered with respect to inclusion, then S I is an element of J . Lemma 2.4.1 1 . The set of computations of a CTS with start state (C; ) is an algebraic directed-complete poset under inclusion order, whose compact elements are exactly the nite computations.
2. Every consistent set of elements of Diag(C; ) is included in a unique least computation of (C; ).
3. If J is a nonempty, chain-complete set of computations of (C; ), then every element of J is included in a maximal element of J . Proof { (1) That the set of computations of (C; ) is an algebraic directed-complete poset, with the nite computations as isolated elements, is a standard property of the \completion by ideals" of a partially ordered set (see e.g. 11]).
(2) is obvious from the fact that ideals are de ned by closure properties. (3) is just Zorn's Lemma applied to sets of computations. We conclude this section with a result that shows that our generalized de nition of computations as ideals does not depart too radically from the more conventional notion of computation sequences.
A computation sequence for a CTS with start state (C; ) is a sequence ? = t 0 1 t 1 1 . . . 1 Theorem 2.6 Suppose (C; ) is a CTS with start state, where C has nite concurrency. Then every computation of (C; ) is generated by some generalized computation sequence of (C; ).
Proof { Straightforward.
CTS Semantics of Process Networks
In this section, we show how concurrent transition systems can be used as the basis for a data owlike model of concurrent computation. The kind of model we consider is similar to those of 16, 17, 6, 10, 24, 34] , and concerns a system of processes with internal state that communicate by transmitting messages through named ports. Each port is shared by at most two processes, one of which (called the \receiver") always inputs messages from the port, and the other of which (called the \sender") always outputs messages to the port. Typically, ports are regarded as bu ers that transmit messages in FIFO order. However, for our purposes, it will be convenient to take a slightly more abstract point of view in which we think of the state of a port as part of the internal state of the reader of that port. This permits us to regard the transmission of a message by a sender and the arrival of that message at the input port of a receiver as synchronized, simultaneous occurrences. It will also be convenient to adopt a slightly more abstract point of view than usual, regarding the number and type of the ports used by a process. That is, rather than assume that a process has a speci c number of input and output ports, each of which is capable of handling values from a certain set, we merely assume that each process has a \type" (X; Y ), where X and Y are trace algebras whose elements represent possible message histories for the input and output ports of that process, respectively. The example at the end of Section 3.1 will clarify this point. Since we will be making frequent use of trace algebras (see Section 2, Example 2), some additional notation will be convenient. If X is a trace algebra, then we denote the identity of X by X , or just , when X is clear from the context. We denote the pre x ordering by X , or just , and the join by _ X , or just _. We identify a trace algebra X with the corresponding one-proper-state CTS, so that trace algebras form a full subcategory of CTS. If X and Y are trace algebras, then their product X Y in CTS is also a trace algebra. We use X and Y to denote the projections from X Y to X and Y , respectively. We use the notation x; y to denote the element of X Y with X (x; y) = x and Y (x; y) = y. If : C ! X Y is a morphism, then we often write X or function : X ! Y . We will generally identify X Y and X Y , exploiting the obvious natural isomorphism.
Machines
Suppose C is a CTS. An endomorphism : C ! C is orthogonal if, For all transitions t of C, if (t) is an identity, then t is an identity. For all coinitial pairs t; u of transitions of C, if (t) and (u) are consistent, then so are t and u.
An action of a trace algebra X on C is a monoid homomorphism : X ! CTS(C; C), such that for each x 2 X, the morphism (x) is orthogonal. We usually write x , instead of (x), for the application of an action to argument x 2 X. Each transition ((q; x); y; (q 0 ; x 0 )) in A represents a possible process step, in which a vector x of value sequences on the input ports of the process is replaced by a new vector x 0 (if x = x 00 x 0 , then we may think of the pre x x 00 of x as being consumed in the step), a vector y of value sequences is transmitted to the output ports of the process, and the internal state of the process is changed from q to q 0 . We think of input values arriving at the input port of a process as getting concatenated with the current sequence of values in the port. Condition (2) above thus states that arrival of new input values can never cause transitions enabled for a process to become disabled, only new transitions to become enabled.
Any program expressed in a nondeterministic sequential programming language with primitives for reading values from input ports and writing values to output ports, but not for testing for the absence of values on input ports, can be regarded as de ning an SDP. For m 0, let (V ) m be the trace algebra whose elements are m-vectors of elements of the free monoid V , with composition and identity de ned componentwise. Assuming a suitable de nition of the \input/output relation" computed by a process (we shall provide such a de nition in the sections to follow), it can be shown that every continuous function from (V ) m to (V ) n is computed by an SDP. An example of a non-functional process also representable as an SDP is \unfair merge," which has two input ports and one output port, and executes a loop in which input is nondeterministically chosen from one of the input ports and output on the output port. This merge is \unfair" because we do not make any assumption about how often in a computation one enabled branch of a nondeterministic choice may be rejected in favor of another (although we do introduce a kind of fairness assumption with respect to choices between consistent transitions). Let the identities of C be the transitions ((q; ); ; (q; )), and let " be de ned so that two coinitial transitions are consistent i they are equal, or one is an identity.
Let : C ! Y take ((q; x); y; (q 0 ; x 0 )) to y. Let : X ! CTS (C; C) be de ned so that x 0 takes a transition ((q; x); y; (q 0 ; x 0 )) 2 A to the transition ((q; xx 0 ); y; (q 0 ; x 0 x 0 )) 2 A, which exists by condition (2) in the de nition of an SDP above. It is straightforward to check that these de nitions satisfy the requirements for an (X; Y )-machine. 
An Algebra of Machines
We are interested in the properties of an algebra of machines, with respect to operations that correspond to ways of building more complex machines from simpler components. Although many such operations can be de ned, in this paper we restrict our attention to parallel product, input and output relabeling, and feedback. The e ect of these operations is depicted schematically in It is straightforward to verify that fMg Z is, in fact, an (X; Y Z)-machine. The assumption that z;x is orthogonal for all z; x 2 Z X is used in the veri cation of CTS axioms (3) and (4) .
Intuitively, the machine fMg Z represents the machine M with its Z-output \fed back" to its Z-input. Thus, each transition t of fMg Z is a transition of M that has been \composed" with the e ect, given by Z (t); X , of the feedback input generated by t. Although a result exactly analogous to (2) and (3) above does not hold for the feedback operation, we can obtain a useful weaker result (Lemma 3.3.2 below). To state it, we need to de ne the output set of an automaton. Output sets of automata are a special cases of input/output relations of machines, which we will de ne and investigate in more detail in Section 4. We also need a (Z; Z)-machine I Z that simply passes its input through unchanged to its output. Lemma 4.6.2 provides such a machine, and we anticipate this result here, rather than restating a special case. But we must have hM; Ni hM 0 ; Ni by the assumption that is a congruence with respect to parallel product and feedback. Hence relates two automata with distinct output sets. The full abstraction problem for machines is the problem of characterizing the structure of the quotient algebra of machines modulo observable equivalence. The di culty of this problem has become apparent since it was rst pointed out by Keller 18] and more conclusively by Brock and Ackerman 7] (the so-called \Brock-Ackerman anomaly") that the mapping taking machines to their input/output relations is not homomorphic with respect to feedback. Since then, a number of researchers 31, 32, 3, 19, 34, 20] have proposed process models that incorporate somewhat more information than just input/output relations. Abramsky 1] , has shown the full abstractness of a powerdomain model, with respect to a notion of observable equivalence based on nite computations. To the author's knowledge, though, none of these models has been shown both consistent with (i.e. a homomorphic image of) an operational semantics as well as fully abstract (i.e. observably equivalent processes have identical images), when both in nite and nite computations are considered.
An Analysis of Feedback
It would seem that a deep understanding of the feedback operation is prerequisite to solving the full abstraction problem. Whereas the parallel product operation is readily seen to be respected by the mapping from machines to input/output relations, the same does not hold for the feedback operation. The input/output relation of a (Z X; Y Z)-machine M simply does not contain enough information, in general, to determine the input/output relation of fMg Z .
In an attempt to make progress on the full abstraction problem, in this section we investigate how the feedback operation behaves under a sequence of mappings that starts with machines and ends with input/output relations. The idea is to try to delete more and more information, getting successively more abstract representations of the behavior of machines, until we cannot see how to delete any more information and still preserve the machine operations. Some of the representations at intermediate stages between machines and input/output relations are similar to various models that have been proposed for concurrent processes. Thus, as a byproduct of our analysis, we obtain an improved understanding of the relationship between these models.
Our rst mapping takes an (X; Y )-machine to a corresponding (X Y )-automaton. Whereas machines can be thought of as a CTS generalization of the sequential machines of classical automata theory, automata can be thought of as a CTS generalization of classical nondeterministic automata, or the labeled transition systems used, e.g. in 9, 8]. Our second mapping \unwinds" automata to obtain their \synchronization diagrams," which are a generalization of \synchronization trees" 42]. We then show how each synchronization diagram determines a set of \behaviors," which represent \fair" or \completed" computations. Abstracting further from sets of behaviors, we obtain sets of \histories," which are related to the \pomset" model of 32, 33] . We then map sets of histories to sets of \scenarios", where a scenario represents information about causal relationships between input and output in a single computation. Our scenarios are similar in spirit, although not formally identical to, the scenarios originally de ned by Brock and Ackerman 7, 6]. Finally, we show how scenario sets determine input/output relations.
For each of the mappings, we prove a theorem showing a sense in which the mapping is homomorphic with respect to the feedback operation on machines. All of the mappings except the one to input/output relations are homomorphic with respect to the full algebra of machines. The mapping from to input/output relations is homomorphic only on the subalgebra of Kahn machines. (Its failure to be homomorphic for unrestricted machines is the Brock-Ackerman anomaly already mentioned.) We show that the input/output relation of an (X; Y )-Kahn machine is the graph of a continuous function from X to Y , and that the map from Kahn machines to continuous functions transforms feedback into a certain least-xed-point construction. This least-xed-point characterization of feedback was rst noted by Kahn 16] , and has been called the \Kahn Principle." Although the Kahn Principle has been proved before 10], our proof applies to a more general, axiomatically de ned class of processes.
Automata
Given x 2 X, letX denote the (Y; X)-machine (X; ; id X ; ), where is the unique proper state of X and y : X ! X is id X for each y 2 Y . Intuitively,X is a machine that ignores its input, and is capable of outputting an arbitrary element of X at any time. We now characterize the structure of input/output automata. To state this result, some additional terminology will be convenient. Suppose C is a CTS, and : C ! X is a morphism. We say that a proper transition t of A is canonical w.r.t. , if for any other proper transition t 0 of C, with dom(t) = dom(t 0 ) and (t 0 ) = (t), we have t t 0 . Note that canonical transitions, when they exist, are uniquely determined by their domain and their image under . 2. Each proper transition t : q ! r of A, has a decomposition t = x q _ u, where x = X (t). 3 . For each proper transition t : q ! r of A, and each x 2 X, we have x q " t = (x " (t)) r . 4. For each proper transition t : q ! r of A, and each x 2 X, if x and (t) are consistent, then x q and t are consistent, and x q _ t exists in A. 5 . For each proper transition t : q ! r of A, and each x 2 X, if X (t) = and t " x q = id r , then t = id q .
Moreover, A is a Kahn automaton i it has the additional property:
6 (1)- (5) are preserved under isomorphism, we may suppose without loss of generality that A = Auto(M). Then the state set of A is (in bijective correspondence with) the state set of M, and the transitions of A are pairs (t; x), where t is a transition of M and x 2 X. It is easily shown that the transitions x q = (id q ; x) are the canonical transitions required by property (1). The remaining properties then follow by straightforward calculations, which we omit.
(() Suppose A = (C; ; ) has properties (1)-(5). We show how to construct M so that A ' Auto(M). It is easily veri ed that the states of C, equipped with all transitions t of C such that X (t) = , de ne a sub-automaton A 0 = (C 0 ; ; 0 ) of A. Let : X ! CTS(C 0 ; C 0 ) be de ned by x (t) = t " x dom(q) . Straightforward calculations, which we omit, from the de nitions and properties (1)- (5) su ce to verify that M = (C 0 ; ; 0 Y ; ) is an (X; Y )-machine. It is also easily veri ed that if A has property (6), then M is a Kahn machine.
We claim that A ' Auto(M). The required isomorphism : Auto(M) ! A is obtained as the morphism that takes each transition (u; x) : dom(u) ! x (cod(u)) of Auto(M) to the join x q _u in A, which exists by property (4). The morphism is surjective on transitions because by property (2), every proper transition t of A has a decomposition t = x q _ u, where x = X (t). To show that it is injective on transitions, it su ces to show the uniqueness of such decompositions in A. If x q _ u and x q _ u 0 are two decompositions of t, then (x q _ u) " (x q _ u 0 ) is an identity transition. Since (x q _u) " (x q _u 0 ) = x q " (x q _u 0 )] _ u " (x q _u 0 )], it follows that u " (x q _u 0 ) is an identity transition. However, u " (x q _ u 0 ) = (u " u 0 ) " (x q " u 0 ), and x q " u 0 = x cod(u 0 ) by property (3). Hence u " u 0 is an identity transition by property (5) . Similar reasoning shows that u 0 " u is an identity transition, thus u = u 0 .
In case A = (C; ; ) is an (X; Y )-input/output automaton, we will refer to the canonical transitions x q of A as pure-input transitions, and to decompositions t = x q _ v, with x = X (t), as pure-input/output decompositions. It will also sometimes be convenient to use in and out as alternate notations for X and Y , respectively.
We now determine how the feedback operation on machines is transformed by the map from machines to automata. The relabeling functor Proof { If J is co nal in K then it is obvious that J and K have the same complete trace. Conversely, suppose K has complete trace z; w; z. Let t 2 K be given; then we can choose u 2 J such that (t) (u). Since K is determinate, t and u must be consistent, and hence (t " u) = . Since u 2 J, hence is feedback-reachable in K, it then follows easily that t _ u = u(t " u) is feedback-reachable in K, hence is in J. Thus, t _ u 2 J is such that t t _ u, as required. We claim that J is co nal in K. To establish this, we show by induction on n, that if t is a element of K, and t is the result t n of a computation sequence t 0 1 t 1 1 . . . 1 t n for K, then there exists an element u n of J with t n u n .
In the basis case, we have t 0 = ?, so we may take u 0 = ?.
For the induction step, suppose we have established the result for n, and consider the case of n + 1. Then t is the result t n+1 of a computation sequence t 0 1 t 1 1 . . . 1 t n+1 of K. Applying the induction hypothesis to the computation sequence t 0 1 t 1 1 . . . 1 t n , we obtain an element u n of J with t n u n . Let v = t n+1 " t n , then v is a transition of D by de nition of a computation sequence. (See Figure 5. ) Now, in Z (t n+1 ) z, because t n+1 2 K and To complete the induction step, it remains to be shown that u n+1 2 J. It su ces, since J is a behavior of fDg : =Z , to show that X (u n+1 ) x and that u n+1 is consistent with J. That u n+1 is consistent with J is clear, since u n+1 = t n+1 _ u 0 n v 00 , and both t n+1 and u 0 n v 00 are consistent with J. Also, X (u n+1 ) x holds, since X (u n+1 ) = X (t n+1 _ u 0 n v 00 ) = X (t n+1 ) _ X (u 0 n ), and both t n+1 and u 0 n are in K.
(() Suppose K is a behavior of D. Let J be the set of feedback-reachable elements of K, and suppose J is co nal in K. Then J and K have the same complete input trace, say z; x, with respect to . We claim that J is a behavior of fDg : =Z ; that is, J is maximal among all computations J 0 of fDg : =Z with X (J 0 ) = x. To show this, we show that if t is a feedback-reachable element of D, consistent with J, and such that X (t) x, then t 2 K. It then follows that t 2 J because J is the feedback-reachable subdiagram of K.
We proceed by induction on the length n of a feedback computation sequence t 0 1 t 1 1 . . . 1 t n for D, with result t.
In the basis case, we have t = t 0 = ?, hence t 2 K.
For the induction step, suppose we have shown the result for n, and consider the case of n + 1. Then t is the result t n+1 of a feedback computation sequence t 0 1 t 1 1 . . . 1 t n+1 , and t is consistent with J. By the induction hypothesis, t n 2 K. Let u = t n+1 " t n , then u is a transition of D and we have in Z (t n+1 ) = out Z (t n+1 ), by de nition of a feedback computation sequence. Now, u has a decomposition u = v _w, where v is the pure-input transition of D with dom(v) = dom(u) and in (v) = in Z (u); X . Then t n w is an element of D that is consistent with J, and has the property in Z (t n w) = in Z (t n ) z. Since J is co nal in K and t n w is consistent with J, we must have t n w consistent with K, and hence in K, because K is a behavior. Thus, in Z (t n+1 ) = out Z (t n+1 ) = out Z (t n u) = out Z (t n w) z. But then t n+1 must be in K, since it is consistent with J, hence with K, we have in Z (t n+1 ) z, and K is a behavior.
Histories
An (X; Y )-history is a nonempty, join-closed, and directed subset H of X Y , with the following additional property: for each x; y 2 H, there exists a sequence X ; Y = x 0 ; y 0 x 1 ; y 1 . . . x n ; y n = x; y; such that for each k with 0 k < n, the trace x n ; y n+1 is in H. We If J is a behavior of an (X; Y )-input/output diagram, then it is easy to see from the properties of such diagrams that the history (J) of J is, in fact, an (X; Y )-history.
Suppose H is a (Z X; Y Z)-history. A feedback computation sequence for H is a computation sequence z 0 ; x 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 z 1 ; x 1 ; y 1 ; z 1 . . . z n ; x n ; y n ; z n ; for H. If z; x; y; z is the result z n ; x n ; y n ; z n of a feedback computation sequence for H, then we say that z; x; y; z is feedback-reachable in H. It is easy to see that the set of all x; y; z 2 X Y Z such that z; x; y; z is feedback-reachable in H is an (X; Y Z)-history, and we denote it by fHg Z . To see that the history of J is a subset of G, suppose x; y; z is in the history of J. Then z; x; y; z is the trace of the result t n of a feedback computation sequence t 0 1 t 1 1 . . . 1 t n for K. Let z k ; x k ; y k ; z k be the trace of t k , for each k. We claim that the sequence z 0 ; x 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 z 1 ; x 1 ; y 1 ; z 1 . . . z n ; x n ; y n ; z n is a feedback computation sequence for H, thus showing that x; y; z = x n ; y n ; z n 2 fHg Z . We show this as follows: Let u k = t k+1 " t k ; then u k is a transition of D. Conversely, if x; y; z 2 G, then z; x; y; z is the result z n ; x n ; y n ; z n of a feedback computation sequence z 0 ; x 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 z 1 ; x 1 ; y 1 ; z 1 . . . z n ; x n ; y n ; z n for H. We claim that there exists a feedback computation sequence t 0 1 t 1 1 . . . 1 t n for K, and nonnegative integers 0 = m 0 ; m 1 ; . . .; m n = n, such that z k ; x k ; y k ; z k is the trace of t m k , for each k.
The construction proceeds by induction on k. For the basis case (k = 0), we take m 0 = 0, and t 0 = ?. Suppose now, for some k with 0 k < n, that we have constructed m k and t Intuitively, a scenario represents some information about how inputs precede outputs in a single computation. That is, (x) = y i , in a single computation with scenario , the input trace x \enables" the output trace y in the sense that it is possible for arbitrarily large nite pre xes y of y to be generated in response to inputs that are nite pre xes of x.
Brock and Ackerman 7, 6] have de ned \scenario" based on the notion of when nite inputs \must precede" nite outputs. The two notions of scenario are evidently equivalent, since in a computation with complete trace x 0 ; y 0 , x \enables" y i every nite pre x x of x 0 that \must precede" some nite pre x y of y is already a pre x of x, and x \must precede" y i for all x x 0 , if x \enables" y, then x x. We nd that a de nition of scenario based on \enables," rather than \must precede," is easier to relate to Kahn's continuous function model of processes. (() Suppose (x) = y; z. Let y; z be an arbitrary nite pre x of y; z. Then there exists a feedback computation sequence z 0 ; x 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 z 1 ; x 1 ; y 1 ; z 1 . . . z n ; x n ; y n ; z n for H, such that x n x and y; z y n ; z n . A simple induction shows that for each k with 0 k < n we have y k+1 ; z k+1 (k+1) (x);
where (k) is as de ned in Lemma 4.5.1. It follows that y; z f g Z (x). Since y; z was an arbitrary nite pre x of y; z, it follows that y; z f g Z (x), as was to be shown. ()) Since we already know that v f g Z , to show that is a xed point of the feedback functional associated with , it remains only to show that ( ) v . That is, we must show that (( Z ( (x)); x) (x) for all x 2 X. To show this, it su ces to show that for all x; y; z 2 G, if y 0 ; z 0 is a nite pre x of (z; x), then there exists x; y 00 ; z 00 2 G, such that y 0 y 00 and z 0 z 00 . Now, if x; y; z 2 G, then x; y; z is the result x n ; y n ; z n of a feedback computation sequence z 0 ; x 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 z 1 ; x 1 ; y 1 ; z 1 . . . z n ; x n ; y n ; z n for H. If y 0 ; z 0 (z; x), then z; x; y 00 ; z 00 2 H for some y 00 2 Y and z 00 2 Z with y 0 y 00 and z 0 z 00 . This shows that z 0 ; x 0 ; y 0 ; z 0 z 1 ; x 1 ; y 1 ; z 1 . . . z n ; x n ; y n ; z n z 00 ; x; y 00 ; z 00 is a feedback sequence for H. It follows that x; y 00 ; z 00 is in G. 
Discussion
The author was led to de ne concurrent transition systems because of the apparent di culty of establishing relationships between operational and denotational models of concurrent computation. The problems, of nding a natural characterization of a large class of data ow-like processes with functional behavior, and of proving that the feedback operation on such processes satis es the Kahn Principle, served as primary motivating examples. Before trying the concurrent transition system approach reported here, an attempt was made to try to solve these problems using a model of processes based on ordinary (nondeterministic) labeled transition systems. Although other researchers have shown how various parallel composition operations of CCS and CSP can be given reasonably natural de nitions in such a model, our situation is somewhat di erent, because we have drawn a distinction between input and output, and because we are interested in in nite computations as well as nite ones. There were two di culties that seemed inherent in an approach based on ordinary transition systems. The rst di culty arose from the fact that, although we are interested in in nite computations of a system, we are only interested in those in nite computations that are \completed" in the sense that each process produces all the output implied by the input it has received. The usual method of handling this is to distinguish between \fair" and \unfair" computations. This approach leads to technical problems, as pointed out in Section 1. The second di culty with the nondeterministic transition system approach was that the notion of \primitive" or \atomic" steps of a process seemed not to behave smoothly with respect to the feedback operation. One can see the problem by considering an \identity" process, which simply passes its input through unchanged to its output. One would like to have the atomic steps of this process correspond to the receipt of input and the issuance of output. Now, consider what happens when the output of the identity process is fed back to its input. The \intuitively correct" result of this construction is a process that produces no output. It seems most natural to de ne the atomic steps of the fed-back identity to correspond to the simultaneous issuance of output and the absorption of that output as feedback input. However, the question arises of how to de ne the construction in such a way that \nonintuitive" computations, in which output is produced, are avoided.
In retrospect, concurrent transition systems seem to provide exactly the right structure to circumvent the di culties mentioned above. The fairness problem is solved, in the concurrent transition system approach, by replacing the notion \fair computation sequence" by the more convenient notion \behavior" or \maximal ideal." The atomic step problem is solved by restricting attention to a class of processes whose transitions have pure-input/output decompositions. In essence, the existence of such decompositions means that there is an inherent delay of one atomic step between input and output, and this allows nonintuitive computations to be avoided. The existence of pure-input/output decompositions is easily and naturally expressed with concurrent transition systems, whereas it is not clear how the same could be done with ordinary transition systems.
Related Work
As mentioned in Section 2, the de ning axioms for concurrent transition systems are satis ed by the derivation relation of the -calculus, and the computation category construction is an abstract version of a construction that has already been found useful in that setting. The goal of thecalculus work 22, 5] , and the extension of this work to term-rewriting systems 15], is to try to nd reduction strategies that are optimal in the sense that only redexes that are \needed" are contracted, and each needed redex is contracted only once. The main theorem one tries to prove is that every derivation is in a sense equivalent to an optimal derivation. To make the notions \needed redex" and \equivalent derivations" precise, the \residual" operation is de ned. Intuitively, the residual operation serves to keep track of what happens to one redex when others are contracted. A redex is \needed" if it (or its residuals) must be contracted in any derivation sequence that leads to a normal form. Two derivation sequences are regarded as equivalent i the same set of reductions is performed in each, where the notion \same set of reductions" is interpreted modulo residuals. The residual operation for CTS's was introduced for an essentially similar purpose: to keep track of what happens to a particular atomic transition (say for one process) of a system, when other atomic steps (say for other, concurrently executing processes) are executed. Two computation sequences are regarded as equivalent representatives of the same concurrent computation if they contain the \same set of atomic steps."
A di erence between the CTS and and term-rewriting settings are that in the former we regard inconsistent pairs of coinitial transitions as meaningful, whereas in the latter one is usually interested only in con uent or Church-Rosser systems. Also, with CTS's we are interested in nonterminating computations, whereas in the rewriting situation one is primarily interested in terminating or normalizing computations.
Several authors have investigated algebraic structures for modeling concurrency that seem related to concurrent transition systems. Winskel 42] de nes the notion of a \synchronization tree," which is a (possibly in nite) tree whose arcs are labeled with elements of a \synchronization algebra." In 41], labeled event structures 29] are used in place of labeled trees. Using various synchronization algebras, Winskel is able to show several notions of parallel composition from CCS and CSP to be special cases of a single de nition. It is clear that Winskel's trees are special cases of our computation diagrams. Also, Winskel's synchronization algebras are rather similar to our trace algebras. Speci cally, a trace algebra can be regarded as a synchronization algebra if we identify Winskel's with our , and Winskel's operation with our operation _. It is not possible, in general, to regard a synchronization algebra as a trace algebra, since the latter are somewhat more highly structured. We use trace algebras to label the transitions of CTS's in essentially the same way as Winskel uses synchronization algebras to label trees. However, we nd it an advantage that trace algebras are a particular kind of CTS. By regarding Winskel's synchronization trees as special cases of our synchronization diagrams, essentially the same parallel composition constructions can be carried out in our framework.
Event structures and CTS's can be related as follows: Given a CTS with start state (C; ), it is straightforward to make the set of elements of Diag(C; ) into an event structure by de ning the \consistent" sets of elements to be the nite sets that are consistent in the sense we have de ned here, and de ning a consistent set T to \enable" an element t i there is a subset U of T such that ( W U) 1 t. Conversely, the set of \con gurations" of an event structure is a partially ordered set in which every nite subset with an upper bound has a least upper bound, and hence is easily made into a complete CTS, by taking con gurations as proper states and the ordering relation as the set of proper transitions. In a sense, CTS's can be thought of as a somewhat more primitive operational model than event structures, since in the former one is free to designate the set of states, whereas in the latter, states are always obtained as con gurations.
Main and Benson 25] use ideas from multilinear algebra to model nondeterministic and concurrent processes without iteration or recursion. An important role is played by \positive semi-rings," whose formal properties are closely related the trace algebras used in the present paper. Essentially, a trace algebra Z is a positive semiring in which a left-cancellation law holds for multiplication, and in which there is a further connection between addition and multiplication; namely, addition is least upper bound with respect to the pre x order induced by multiplication.
Arbib and Manes 2] have developed a categorical theory of automata, which generalizes several classical situations. They generalize the notion of an \action" or \transition map" as a function : Q X ! Q to the notion of a \dynamics," which is a morphism : X(Q) ! Q, where Q is an object of an arbitrary category K, and X is an endofunctor of K. Arbib and Manes' theory is applied to \port automata" in 37]. In that paper, concurrency is modeled by interleaving, and the issue of fair in nite computations is not considered. It would be nice if the de nition of \action" we have given here could be shown to be a special case of Arbib and Manes' dynamics. However, we have yet to identify the proper endofunctor X of CTS to achieve this goal. The product-forming functor (-X) does not yield a general enough class of dynamics.
The work of Winkowski 39, 40] , is motivated by considerations in the theory of Petri nets. In 39], Winkowski de nes the notion of a \behavior algebra," which is a category equipped with (among other things) a partial binary operation + on the arrows of the category, representing independent concurrent composition. The properties of a behavior algebra are similar in many respects to those enjoyed by the computation categories de ned in this paper. However, the theory of computation categories appears to be somewhat simpler than that of behavior algebras, primarily due to the fact that in computation categories there is a connection between concurrency and pushouts. The existence of this connection means that the concurrency information in a computation category can be obtained entirely from the structure of the category itself, without requiring the speci cation of additional information such as the operation + of a behavior algebra. It also makes possible the de nition of computations as ideals, which is substantially simpler than the de nition of \histories" given by Winkowski.
Staples and Nguyen 34] de ne a data ow-like model in which a process is represented by a partially ordered set whose elements are labeled by \histories" (\traces," in our terminology). Processes are required to satisfy a collection of axioms, which appear related to the properties enjoyed by synchronization diagrams in the present paper. It would seem that by taking an input/output synchronization diagram and equipping the cpo of its computations with the map that takes each computation to its complete trace, one obtains a structure that is similar to the processes of Staples and Nguyen, both in formal properties and in intuitive content. However, there is not an exact correspondence, since one of Staples and Nguyen's axioms concerns greatest lower bounds, whose existence we have not found it necessary to assume.
Labella and Pettorossi 21] have given categorical characterizations of various operations of CCS and CSP. In their approach they take as given a semantics of these languages de ned in terms of equivalence classes of trees. A suitable de nition of morphism makes the set of all these equivalence classes into a category, in which their characterizations are valid. The characterizations they obtain are not particularly simple, and one is not left with the feeling they are likely to translate to categories obtained from other concurrent programming languages. In contrast, in the present paper we hope that by de ning a model in which simple categorical constructions appear to correspond to intuitively meaningful semantic operations on processes, we can use the same model to de ne the semantics of a number of di erent concurrent programming languages.
Directions for Future Research
One obvious avenue for future research is to extend the machine model to include a way of de ning machines recursively. Presumably, a recursive de nition of an (X; Y )-machine would denote a limit of an inverse system generated by a suitable continuous endofunctor on Mach X;Y . To properly develop this idea, we have to establish that such a limit construction would produce a machine with the intuitively correct set of computations. We also have to establish the continuity of a set of network-building operations, such as the parallel product, relabeling, and feedback operations de ned in this paper.
Although the machine model de ned here is capable of representing a large class of processes, including processes with functional input output behavior and an \unfair merge" process, it is possible to show that \fair merge" cannot be modeled. In addition, it is impossible to model processes that have \con icts" or \race conditions" between input and output. An interesting question is whether it is possible to generalize our de nitions in a natural way, so that a larger class of processes can be modeled. One way to approach this is to investigate classes of automata obtained by weakening some of the conditions of Theorem 4.1.
In Section 4, we pointed out that the feedback operation on machines, when mapped to automata and synchronization diagrams, could be characterized as right-adjoint to a relabeling functor. The parallel product of automata can also be characterized in a similar way. This phenomenon suggests the idea of de ning a \process algebra" to be an (X; Y )-indexed collection of categories Proc X;Y , and to require that operations on processes be de ned as adjoints to various naturally occurring functors. The advantages of such an approach include the ability to compare the concrete form taken by the \same operations" in di erent process algebras, and automatic proofs of continuity of operations arising from the adjoint characterizations. However, it is not clear whether such an approach is feasible, since we do not yet have an adjoint characterization of the feedback operation on machines, nor do we know whether it is possible to impose useful categorical structure on the behavior, history, and input/output relation models.
It would be nice to understand better the relationships between the CTS-based models de ned in this paper and other models of concurrency, especially Petri Nets. One question here would be to see how much of the modeling power of Petri Nets is shared by CTS's, which are somewhat more abstract. Comparisons of input/output automata with labeled transition system models of CCS and CSP would also be useful. An interesting question is how the notion of \bisimulation " 30, 28] , which is fundamental for ordinary transition systems, might be reasonably generalized to CTS's.
Finally, the full abstraction problem for machines remains open. Although we were not able to solve this problem in this paper, we have been able to make the problem more concrete by establishing the existence of a seemingly natural \fully abstract" algebra of processes. Moreover, we feel that the information about the feedback operation we have obtained is likely to be useful in ultimately resolving this important question.
